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■Background and purpose 

In Japan, “aging society with fewer children progresses”, more than 65-year-old elderly, in the next five 

years is forecast to increase by 6.4%, in the next decade is predicted to 8.5%. 

Highly usage of mobility supports, for instance wheelchairs and senior cart, shall increase any traffic 

accidents. 

Remote control and management technologies enhanced by mobile network are expected to restrain 

and reduce any conflicts between those mobility supports. 

In traffic accidents, “cognitive delay and mistake” occupied 70% of the causes. It can be understood 

that decline in cognitive abilities of the elderly people would have sever influences. On the other hand, 

being able to notify in advance danger, the accidents will be reduced. 

Considering the recent mobile technology innovations, we investigate the detection system with mobile 

remote sensing functions detects the degree of proximity between the moving object.  

 

■Technical approach/ research content 

Electric wheelchair accident occurs on a community road. Therefore, even if shield or view is blocked, it 

is necessary to be able to confirm the relative positions and to be able to detect the moving object. 

So, we have established a detection system by measuring using GPS and field intensity. 

This fiscal year, we implemented the technology of measuring between moving objects (relative 

position measuring using field intensity and absolute position measuring using GPS and Juntencho 

satellite (L1-SAIF)), and we collected the data by the basic experiment. 

 

               Fig.1) the technology of measuring between moving objects 

 

1) measuring absolute position system of  

   using GPS and Juntencho satellite (L1-SAIF)) 

2) mobile phone transmitter / receiver 
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■Future Policy 

The next fiscal year, we will improve the basic technology that was developed this year, and implement 

the arithmetic processing to the server. 

At the same time, we I consider how many seconds / meters we should notify before. 

 


